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While many tools are available to quantify landscape resistance, these do not discern between 4 two fundamentally different sources of resistance: movement behavior and mortality. To address this issue, we developed the samc package that quantifies landscape connectivity using 6 absorbing Markov chain theory. Within this mathematical framework, movements are represented as transient states in the Markov chain, while mortality is represented by transitions 8 to absorbing states. Not only does this framework explicitly account for these different issues, it provides a probabilistic approach that can incorporate both short-term and long-term dynamics, 10 as well as species distribution and abundance. The package includes functions to quantify life expectancy, long-term visitation rates, and various spatially and temporally explicit measures of 12 mortality and movement at the local and landscape scale. These functions in samc have been optimized to find computationally practical solutions in landscapes of > 2 × 10 6 cells. Here, we 14 illustrate the workflow of the samc package with publicly available movement and mortality data on the endangered Florida panther (Puma concolor coryi). This analysis showed that 16 movement and mortality are generally correlated except for sites near roads that are within the dispersal range of source locations which had higher mortality risk. This pattern would have 18 been undetectable with current methods that quantify movement resistance. Overall, the samc package provides a means for implementing spatial absorbing Markov chains that can distinguish 20 between movement behavior and mortality resulting in more reliable landscape connectivity measures.
3

Background
24
Understanding landscape connectivity, or the degree to which the landscape alters movements among resources (Taylor et al. 1993) , is essential for ecology, evolution and conservation 26 (Slatkin 1993; Hanski 1999; Fletcher & Fortin 2018) , and it lies at the heart of the emerging subdiscipline of movement ecology (Nathan et al. 2008) . Nonetheless, accurately predicting and 28 mapping landscape connectivity remains challenging (Fletcher et al. 2011; Sawyer et al. 2011 ).
Currently, most methods for mapping connectivity rely on a spatially explicit perspective 30 of matrix or landscape resistance. The rationale is that aspects of the matrix (e.g., land-use, topography) can alter movement routes of individuals dispersing across landscapes, such that 32 incorporating 'matrix resistance' (or conversely, 'matrix permeability') may be crucial for interpreting connectivity (Zeller et al. 2012 ). Yet resistance can emerge for two fundamentally 34 different reasons: 1) organisms may be less likely to move through a location (e.g., Elliot et al. 2014) ; or 2) organisms may suffer mortality at a location (e.g., Nowakowski et al. 2015) .
36
Because the demographic effects of mortality when moving through the landscape are likely greater than those resulting from changes in movement routes, isolating these issues may help 38 guide more effective conservation actions (Vasudev et al. 2015) .
Recently, we introduced a new framework for connectivity by advancing random walk 40 theory with absorbing Markov chains that honor the idea that the matrix can influence both movement behavior and mortality risk (Fletcher et al. 2019) . This framework provides 42 probabilistic accounting of both movement behavior and mortality risk of dispersers across landscapes, provides both short-and long-term predictions of connectivity, it can directly 44 incorporate population distribution and abundance into predictions of connectivity, and it can quantify demographic parameters related to successful connectivity. This framework, what we 46 term the 'spatial absorbing Markov chain' (SAMC), differs from other connectivity mapping approaches (Calabrese & Fagan 2004; Rudnick et al. 2012; Fletcher et al. 2016) in several ways.
48
Unlike individual-based modeling of connectivity (e.g., Bocedi et al. 2014) , the SAMC is an analytical framework like least-cost analysis (Etherington 2016) , randomized shortest paths 50 (Saerens et al. 2009) , and circuit theory (McRae et al. 2008) . Overall, it is most similar to circuit theory: SAMC and circuit theory are both rooted in Markov-chain theory. Yet, the SAMC 52 describes the general case that accounts for time-specific movement and mortality while circuit theory can be thought of a special case with no explicit absorbing states. Fletcher et al. (2019) 54 evaluated this modeling framework relative to least-cost and circuit theory approaches, finding that the SAMC outperformed other approaches for predicting observed movements of an insect 56 herbivore across 15 experimental landscapes undergoing habitat destruction.
Here we introduce the samc package for modeling connectivity within the SAMC 58 framework using the R programming language. First, we begin by providing a brief overview of the SAMC framework and how it is implemented in the samc package, including the methods
60
and features of the package. Second, we illustrate the workflow of using the SAMC framework for quantifying connectivity with the samc package by providing an example for the endangered
62
Florida panther (Puma concolor coryi).
64
Methods and Features
We designed the samc package to model connectivity based on absorbing Markov chain theory 66 (Kemeny & Snell 1976; Ross 2010; Fletcher et al. 2019) . simplest form, the samc package requires two maps (either as matrices or as rasters) as inputs:
one that describes resistance or cost to movement and a second that describes mortality risk.
98
When fidelity is of interest, a map of potential site fidelity could be used. The second component of the SAMC is the derivation and quantification of connectivity-related metrics based on the 100 matrix (Table 1) . These metrics can be broadly classified in two ways: 1) short-term versus longterm metrics; and 2) metrics that quantify on movement or demography.
102
Short-term metrics can be derived from in two general ways. First, time-specific predictions are possible, which can be helpful for interpreting problems of changes in 104 distribution, such as range expansion and spread of species, across complex landscapes (e.g., Hudgins et al. 2017) . For instance, the probability of being in location after steps if starting at Long-term metrics can also be calculated, which are direct extensions of the time-specific 118 metrics above. Summing over all gives the "fundamental matrix", :
120
where is the identity matrix. is the expected number of times an individual that starts in location uses location before it dies. Therefore, F provides a time-focused description of long-122 term visitation rates across complex landscapes, which can be calculated with the visitation() function.
124
Time-specific predictions of ̃ can be scaled to long-term predictions of movement and dispersal. The probability that location is visited starting from location is the ( , )-th element 126 of matrix:
128 where ( ) is a matrix with diagonal elements from and zeros otherwise (Kemeny & Snell 1976) . The unconditional probability of ever visiting location , taking into account the 130 probability of each initial species distribution, is given by the -th element of .
Consequently, D provides a long-term approximation of the probability of movement between 132 locations and can be calculated with the dispersal() function.
Time-specific predictions of ̃ can also be scaled to long-term predictions of mortality 134 likelihood across landscapes. The probability of suffering mortality in location if starting in location is the ( , )-th element of :
where ̃ is a × matrix with diagonal elements equal to the mortality probabilities (̃= 138 for all ) and off-diagonal elements equal to 0. The -th element of represents the unconditional probability of suffering mortality in location , taking into account the probability 140 of each initial species distribution, which can be calculated with the mortality() function.
Finally, the life expectancy of individuals starting at different locations can be derived 142 from as a demographic metric to describe survival across landscapes. This metric was initially introduced by Acevedo et al. (2015) for patch-based networks (see also Sefair et al. 2017) . The 144 life expectancy if starting from location is defined as the -th element of vector
146
where is a × 1 vector of ones. Species initial distribution or abundance can also be incorporated (Table 1) . and its variants can be calculated with the survival() function.
148
Features of the samc package
150
The samc package makes extensive use of the S4 object system in R to create an efficient framework that enforces correct usage and minimizes accidental misuse. It currently requires the To calculate the connectivity metrics, the user starts by creating a samc-class object using the samc() function. This object contains the probability matrix and other pieces of data 162 used to perform error checking and ensure correct usage of the framework. Actual details about the components of this object are not provided here because they are expected to change in the 164 future as new features and optimizations are added, and it is expected that users will not be directly accessing or modifying these components as a result.
166
All the metrics described in Fletcher et al. (2019) calculating these more useful partial solutions, we have managed to find computationally practical solutions for every metric for landscapes with > 1,000,000 cells (e.g., a 1,000 × 1,000
194 raster), and up to 3-4M cells for some metrics (e.g., mortality probability accounting for initial locations, ). Most of these metrics appear to be similar or more computationally efficient 196 than the related randomized shortest paths analysis in R (Saerens et al. 2009; Panzacchi et al. 2016) for > 2 × 10 6 cells, but it is still less efficient than using circuit theory and least-cost 198 metrics using the gdistance package (van Etten 2012 We illustrate the workflow of the samc package ( Fig. 1) 
2006; van de Kerk et al. 2019). Furthermore, a key criterion for delisting this species is dispersal
218 and population establishment of panthers north of the Caloosahatchee River (Fig. 2) .
220
Step 1: data preparation At a minimum, the package requires mortality and absorption data. Additionally, fidelity and 222 occupancy (or probability) data can also be used. As in other applications that interpret 'resistance' for landscape connectivity, parameterizing the transition matrix that is used to 224 interpret movement behavior in the SAMC ( ) can come from behavioral experiments, telemetry, habitat use, or expert opinion (Zeller et al. 2012) . In these ways, parameterizing of 226 the SAMC is similar to that of parameterizing least-cost and circuit theory approaches.
We parameterize resistance for Florida panthers based on the analysis in Kautz et al 228 this example, data from telemetered Florida panthers were used to estimate habitat preferences 230 based on resource selection functions, which were converted to a rank-based measure of resistance to movement (Fig. 2a) . We consider a raster-based, land-cover map, aggregated to a 232 500 m resolution (reflecting the approximate grain of telemetry error; post-aggregation, 274,664 cells on the map).
234
Information on mortality risk is less common but can be included in the SAMC as simply a constant low rate, or it could be spatially variable across the landscape. Mortality rates, , can 236 be approximated using several approaches, such as using field experiments (Fletcher et al. 2019 ),
habitat-specific survival estimates (Low et al. 2010) , or mortality risk data (e.g., roadkill data; To parameterize spatial variation mortality risk for Florida panthers, we focus on 246 mortality risk from roads, which is a major cause of mortality in panthers (van de Kerk et al. 2019) . Data on mortality locations have been collected over the past several decades 
248
(https://geodata.myfwc.com/datasets/florida-panther-mortality) (Fig. 2a) . Using these locations, we determined the proportion of mortality locations within 500 m (the map resolution) of major
250
roads relative to what would be expected based on available habitat. Mortality locations (n = 488) were 3.7× more likely to be within 500 m of roads than > 500 m based on these data. We use this information to adjust relative expected mortality rates near roads. We then tune absolute rates of mortality risk based on known dispersal distances in Florida panthers, where the mean 254 dispersal distance has been estimated for females as 20.3 km (Maehr et al. 2002) . We focus on mapping potential dispersal by females, as males are known to be wide ranging, but females are 256 key to breeding range expansion north of the Caloosahatchee River. To do so, we first consider different baseline rates of mortality across a homogeneous 400 × 400 cell (160K) grid with the 258 cell resolution considered in mapping (500 m; Fig. 2b ). The samc package can be used to calculate the probability of visiting locations as a function of distance with the dispersal() 260 function ( ; eq. 3) to generate potential dispersal kernels based on known mortality risk (Fig.   2b ). We quantified probabilities from the source location to locations as a function of distance to 262 derive expected mean movement distances based on the parameters of an exponential dispersal kernel. In this case, baseline mortality risk would be 6.5 × 10 -6 per cell to generate mean 264 movement distances of approximately 20 km (Fig. 2b) . We then increased this base mortality probability 3.7× near roads, given mortality locations to create a mortality risk map for the 266 SAMC.
Information on species distribution and abundance can also be included as a map, which 268 is necessary for some (but not all) metrics. In most cases, we expect that such information will be passed into the model to capture source-destination locations (e.g., protected areas) (Cushman et 270 al. 2009 ), local populations (Larkin et al. 2004) , or individual dispersers (Fletcher et al. 2014 ).
This information can either reflect the probability that an individual occurs at a location, in individuals start from all locations, akin to some graph theory applications to resistance modeling (Carroll et al. 2012) and loosely similar to factorial least-cost analysis (Elliot et al. 2014) .
278
For the Florida panther, we set the Florida Panther National Wildlife Refuge and the northern portion of the Big Cypress Reserve as source locations (as in Kautz et al. 2006 ; Fig. 1) 
280
for individual dispersers by creating a raster map where the centroids of these two locations are set to 1 and all other locations on the raster are set to 0 (protected area data come from:
282 https://www.fnai.org/conservationlands.cfm).
All sets of data must be stored either as matrices or raster maps. Mixing matrices and 284 rasters is not supported due to underlying differences in the way they store data and potential issues that can arise when users are not aware of these differences. Every set of data must have 286 the same dimensions (number of rows and columns), and NA data is supported as long as it occurs in the same locations in every set of data. If the data sets are stored as rasters, then they 288 must have the same geographic coordinate extents and coordinate reference system (CRS). The check()function is provided to simplify the process of checking that all these conditions are 290 met.
292
Step 2: samc-class object creation
The resistance, absorption, and (optional) fidelity data are used to create an samc-class For the Florida panther example, we take the resistance (cost_panther) and mortality
300
(mort_panther) raster maps (Fig. 2a) to create the samc object using:
Pmatrix <-samc(resistance = cost_panther, absorption = 302 mort_panther, tr_fun = function(x) 1/mean(x), latlon = TRUE))
See Supporting Information for all relevant code for this example.
304
Step 3: analysis
306
Once the samc-class object has been created, it can be used to calculate the various metrics described in Fletcher et al. (2019) using the functions listed in Table 1 . Each function supports a 308 variety of inputs, including occupancy data, start locations, end locations, and time steps.
Depending on the inputs used, the functions can return a single value, a vector of values, or a 310 matrix. The various input options and interpretation of results are explained in detail in the help documentation for each function.
312
For Florida panthers, we use the dispersal() function to calculate the probability of movement across the landscape, given these source locations (by providing a raster map of 314 source locations identified as 1 and 0 otherwise) and the mortality() function to map the probability of mortality, given these source locations. We also calculated life expectancy of calculating Dij between the two source locations took < 4 sec.
336
Step
4: visualization and interpretation
Vector results returned by analyses correspond to cells in the landscape data and can be 338 visualized accordingly. The map() function is provided to simplify this process; it ensures that the values in the vector results are mapped to the landscape in the correct order, and properly
340
handles results based on datasets with NA values. The result is a raster that can be plotted directly using plot() without any additional processing.
342
For Florida panthers, we mapped both and with the map function. Mapping dispersal from two source areas provides a means to understand the probability of dispersers visiting any 344 location on the landscape ( Fig. 2c ; plotted on the log(odds) scale), illustrating that dispersal is expected to decrease with distance from the source locations. We note that using the 346 dispersal() function for each source location separately can isolate roles of source habitats in potential connectivity. We also map the expected probability of mortality of individuals 348 dispersing from these two source areas ( Fig. 2d ; plotted on the log(odds) scale). Expected mortality locations are generally similar to movement locations, except that mortality risk spikes selection functions and related statistical models).
374
Conclusions
The spatial absorbing Markov chain framework provides several advances in connectivity 376 modeling (Fletcher et al. 2019) by providing a probabilistic approach for modeling and mapping movement, mortality, and visitation rates of dispersers over short and long time scales. The 378 samc package provides a means for implementing those advances. We expect that the samc package will catalyze addressing new questions in connectivity science and serve as a helpful 380 tool for more reliable connectivity conservation.
382
Software Availability
The samc package is distributed under the GNU Public License (GPL) version 3 or later. It is 384 available directly from the Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN) <https://CRAN.Rproject.org/package=samc> and can be installed using install.packages("samc"). The 386 package source and documentation are hosted on GitHub <https://andrewmarx.github.io/samc>.
388 Table 1 . Connectivity metrics derived from SAMC and fit with the samc package. 
Function
